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they existed at the beginning of the nineteenth century, have been
described by one of their number:
When a young man came up to London and got employment for the first
time, the first claim made upon him by his shopinates in his own department
was ics. for a * maiden garnish*. All the men who partook of this paid their
joinings... a contribution of 3d. a head. Of course a good deal would depend
upon the number... who would partake of 'maiden garnish*. If the number
was small, the inebriety would be large. A person ignorant of the way in
which working men can inflict wrongs upon each other, would conclude
that a new shopmate would be relieved from all further bacchanalian taxes.
. , . The payment of that los. was only the commencement of a series of
financial inflictions..., From these and a variety of other circumstances which
I have not noticed, it was not surprising that the old felt-hatters were pro-
verbial in their intemperate habits.52
These customs however, were slowly dying out with the better
education and greater sobriety of the early nineteenth century - or at
all events the huge quantities consumed in the good old days were
reduced. In the case of the London journeymen coopers, the movement
towards suppressing fines was connected with the development of a
trade society. The fines as they existed in 1780, and probably long
before, were many. On coming out of his time a young man had to pay,
first, his footing, three gallons of beer, price 33. 6d., then another gallon
for each piece of work done for the first time, and an extra gallon for
each different sort of timber used. Fines amounting to i6s. 4d. (to be
spent on beer) were demanded, possibly in the course of a single week,
for work done for which the payment was only 155. 9d., and this was
over and above both the footing and the timber fines. In 1787 the
coopers raised a society but continued the fines. Owing to a defaulting
treasurer this was short-lived. Another society was started in 1795 for
the relief of old men in the trade and the fines were reduced to two
gallons of beer. In 1821 the coopers established a * union society* and
did away with fines altogether.53
Whether such an order was altogether effective may be doubted. The
extraordinary persistence of these old drinking customs in trades which
kept their organization almost unchanged from the eighteenth century
is seen in the case of the hatters and the West End tailors. Though the
hatters had a 'strong and imperious* trade union,which had 'abolished*

